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PRESS RELEASE

Finmeccanica: contract to provide a “Low Level Radar” System for air
surveillance and defence to Qatar



Selex ES will supply a system composed of a network of KRONOS radars and
associated command and control centres

Rome, 26 July 2015. Finmeccanica-Selex ES will supply to the Qatar Armed Forces an air
surveillance and defence system to safeguard the airspace of the Country. The contract,
worth some hundreds of millions euro, has been signed today in Doha, at the presence of
Mrs Roberta Pinotti, Italy Minister of Defence, Major General Hamad Bin Ali Al Attiyah, Qatar
Minister of State for Defence Affairs, and Mauro Moretti, CEO of Finmeccanica.
“We are deeply proud of this success”, said Mauro Moretti, adding: “air defence and
surveillance systems are fundamental for a nation and Qatar has selected Finmeccanica to
provide this strategic asset. The trust that has been placed on us will drive an even stronger
commitment from Finmeccanica in this strategic region”.
This contract is the result of an intensive competitive selection process which confirmed the
superior performance and operational capabilities of the KRONOS radar against its
competitors. The contract includes ground-based radars, in fixed and mobile configurations,
and associated networked command and control centers. The award of this significant
contract is only the latest of a successful series of commercial achievements in the last years
since the market launch of the KRONOS radar family.
Notes to editors
--------------------------KRONOS is a multi-mission, AESA (Active Electronically Scanned Array), family of radar for
strategic Surveillance and tactical Air Defence, designed to protect vital, civil and military assets
and expeditionary forces through immediate detection and accurate tracking of all air targets,
flying from very low to high altitude.
To date, 25 KRONOS radar systems have been delivered to international customers and are
operational, on land or at sea, demonstrating their capacity on the field, standalone or integrated
with legacy command and control systems and/or SAM weapon systems.

Finmeccanica is Italy’s leading manufacturer in the high technology sector and ranks among the top ten global players in
Aerospace, Defence and Security. Listed on the Milan Stock Exchange (FNC IM; SIFI.MI), in 2014 Finmeccanica generated
revenues of 14.6 billion Euro. With 273 locations and production facilities in 20 countries, Finmeccanica is a multinational and
multicultural group which boasts a significant presence in four markets: Italy, the United Kingdom, the U.S. and Poland.
Finmeccanica’s core business activities are in the following sectors: Helicopters (AgustaWestland), Defence Electronics and
Security (Selex ES, DRS Technologies), Aeronautics (Alenia Aermacchi). The company also has a significant position in Space
(Telespazio, Thales Alenia Space), Defence Systems (OTO Melara, WASS, MBDA) and Transportation (Ansaldo STS,
AnsaldoBreda).

